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Tanium Guardian Privacy Datasheet 

What Is Tanium Guardian? 

Tanium Guardian offers alerts, insights, and remediation actions that leverage the real-time, 

seamless, and autonomous power of the Tanium XEM platform, enhancing the ability to 

respond quickly and effectively to critical and high-severity issues. It quickly surfaces 

information about the most sophisticated and stealthy vulnerabilities and provides direct 

access to detailed dashboards that deliver comprehensive insights, impact assessments, and 

targeted strategies for addressing these potential exploits. 

What Data Privacy Issues Relate to Tanium Guardian? 

Tanium Guardian collects machine information such as hostname, IP address, and 

vulnerability applicability from endpoints within the organization's environment.  

What Types of Personal Data Does Guardian Detect? 

Guardian collects endpoint information such as hostname, IP address, MAC addresses, and 

other personal information to determine if a device vulnerable to specific vulnerabilities.  

When Might Guardian Identify Sensitive Data? 

Guardian uses the Tanium Data Service (TDS) collection settings to determine when 

information about endpoints is gathered.  

Does Guardian Store Personal Data? 

Guardian may collect and store personal data, as described above. This data is stored on 

endpoints and in the TDS on the server. The Guardian Dashboards and Reports rely on data 

from TDS. 

Who Can See the Data Viewed in Guardian? 

Sensitive and/or personal data viewed in Guardian is only visible to users of Tanium Reporting 

that have access to the Guardian Dashboards and Reports. 

Do Tanium Personnel Have Access to Personal or Sensitive Data Through the 

Guardian Console? 

Under normal operations, only the organization’s user has access to the Guardian console.  

Where Might I Learn More about Guardian 

Tanium Guardian User Documentation is available here: https://help.tanium.com/bundle/z-kb-

articles-salesforce/page/kA07V000000kEY2SAM.html 

https://help.tanium.com/bundle/z-kb-articles-salesforce/page/kA07V000000kEY2SAM.html
https://help.tanium.com/bundle/z-kb-articles-salesforce/page/kA07V000000kEY2SAM.html
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About This Datasheet 

Please note that the information provided concerning technical or professional subject matter 

is for general awareness only, may be subject to change, and does not constitute legal or 

professional advice, warranty of fitness for a particular purpose, or compliance with applicable 

law. This document does not create, define, or represent any contractual relationship between 

you and Tanium.  The terms of your agreement, if any, are set forth in your specific sales, user, 

and/or subscription agreements.   


